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Perhaps you are a young physician having just come out of medical school. No more

tests or studying, you’ve just landed your feet! Or maybe you are now in your residency

or your fellowship and making a little bit of dough.

You’re starting to think about the future. Or perhaps instead you are a practicing

physician who has made a few stumbles along the way and wants to make sure that

you can avoid future pitfalls.

Cato the Elder once said: Wise men profit more from fools than fools from wise men;
for the wise men shun the mistakes of fools, but fools do not imitate the successes of
the wise. (234 BC - 149 BC), from Plutarch, Lives (Source: quotationspage.com)

Explore and learn with me how you can minimize these mistakes while having an

appropriate amount of wisdom for your specific situation. 

For more tools and resources, check out my website at daviddennistion.com 

Use this tool to reflect, strategize, and project yourself in the future. Revisit it on an

annual basis.

 If you would like any additional support and to learn more about how I can serve you,

please feel free to contact me anytime at

dave@daviddenniston.com  or call me at (800) 548-1820. 

Let’s take this journey together and get you on the path to financial freedom.

 

Warm Regards,

Dave Denniston

Introduction
This special report is designed to help ensure that you can learn from
others mistakes! 

http://fmg.daviddenniston.com/
mailto:dave@daviddenniston.com


 Dave Denniston, CFA is a financial advisor and author

specializing working with physicians of all ages whether a

 resident, fellow, newly practicing physician, or long-

tenured physician.

For years, he has seen slick salesman and insurance

brokers giving poor advice that primarily benefits one

person- the salesman.

He feels that it is time to enlighten and educate you on the

ins-and-outs of financial planning and how to learn from others’ mistakes.

His drive to help doctors came from the birth of his youngest child, Evangeline. She is

his family’s little miracle baby born in May 2012 four months prematurely at a weight

of 12.5 oz (3.5 oz short of 1 pound!). As they were in the NICU for nearly five months, he

had the opportunity to get to know many residents and fellows and listened to what

they went through. He decided from then on that he was on a mission to help out any

physician and the best way to do that was to write, speak, and meet with people

individually to counsel them on their financial situation.

He has expertise in a number of financial planning topics including debt reduction,

457 DCs, 403bs, and other retirement plans, asset allocation (where to invest), disability

income insurance, life insurance, annuities, college planning, stock awards and

options, and much more.

He resides in Bloomington, MN with his wife of more than a decade,

Cyrena, and his two children, Gabby and Evangeline.

For regular videos updates and newsletters on a variety of financial subjects, check out

his website at www.daviddenniston.com   or e-mail him at dave@daviddenniston.com.

About The Author
Dave Denniston, CFA

http://fmg.daviddenniston.com/
mailto:dave@daviddenniston.com
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Many physicians have had a hard road to get through residency and

fellowship. They put themselves through undergraduate programs and

medical school. Then, they barely have enough income in

residency/fellowship and rely partially on credit cards to maintain a

decent standard of living.

On average, the residents and fellows that I have met with have $200,000

in debt. Some have more and some have less. One particular couple that

we work with has combined $550,000 in student between the two of

them!

They’ve often said that it feels like a hole they keep on digging themselves

further and further into. They don’t know what to do while they finish

fellowship with this mountain of debt.

Making $300,000 or $500,000 a year sounds great, but the financial

rewards can feel like a world away when you are buried with debt.

The real SECRET TO SUCCESS is what happens AFTER you are done with

residency/fellowship. You need to still live like you are on a resident’s

income. Don’t purchase the shiny new Tesla or a McMansion. Stay simple!

You can consider those things after climbing the debt mountain.

Mistake # 1
Too Much Debt



There are many tools to take up with you as you traverse and climb up

to the peak.

Here are a few strategies to consider:

▢ Live like you are on a resident’s income. Use any additional

income to pay down debt and save for retirement. 

▢ Make sure that you are maximizing tax-deductible debt. If possible,

move higher interest rate non tax-deductible debt to lower interest

rate tax-deductible debt.

▢ At the very start of residency, enroll in IBR/PER/ ICR. Consider other

debt forgiveness programs.

 



 Debt is incredibly important and should not be neglected. However, I’ve seen

too many people swing the wrong direction and get so focused on debt that

they have little to no savings for a “cash cushion” or retirement. On

WhiteCoatInvestor.com, I thought James Dahle, M.D. succinctly wrote great

words of wisdom…

“Most people also have 40 years to save for retirement. Doctors only

get 30 years, so they really need to be saving 15% if they plan to

retire at 65. If you want to retire early, better bump that up to 20-

25%. Remember that isn’t counting saving for your next car, that

boat, a house downpayment, or your kid’s college fund. That’s JUST

retirement. A 5% savings rate just isn’t going to cut it. So on a

$200K salary, that’s $40K a year. Just putting $17K into your 401K

each year isn’t going to be enough…. In short, you spend too much.

Quit it. Like quitting smoking, it’s simple, but not easy.”

I want to add a couple of points to this commentary. If you are used to

income of $200,000 and live on $100,000, your needs for retirement will add

up quickly. Consider this WITHOUT INFLATION OR TAXES or a rate of return

on the money, 10 years of retirement and income needs of $100,000 require

$1,000,000. 20 years of retirement at $100,000 require $2,000,000.

Mistake #2
Not Saving Enough For Retirement

http://www.whitecoatinvestor.com/


 

If instead, you can live on less, let’s say $60,000 (again no inflation, taxes, or

ROR), 10 years of retirement require $600,000 and 20 years of

retirement require $1,200,000.  Tack on an additional 10 years or 30 years of

retirement income which requires principal of $1,800,000.

See the difference!  $60,000 retirement income  requires way  less savings or

alternatively save the same amount as a $100k person and retire wayyyyy

sooner!!!

   



I am shocked at how many people I meet who live from month to month

and don’t keep track of their money. They know it comes in and goes out,

ebbs and flows like the tide. They have some obligations they have to do

and others they could cut.

You can be eons ahead of your peers just by simply understanding that

flow! Know how much and when. I’m not talking about being a fanatical

zealot who can’t cross-the-line kind of budget. It’s all about knowing the

flow so that if you have to, you know where you can cut!

My partner, Roger Anderson, had a MDA client making $400,000 a year.

He went to meet with him to discuss disability insurance and meet a gap

in the group coverage. After a thorough review, we determined the DI

coverage needed. After this recommendation, Roger said the client could

not afford to pass up this coverage.

The client’s response was shocking. The “gourmet club” was costing he

and his wife $1,000 per month to provide 1 gourmet meal for 4 couples.

He said, “the gourmet club is killing me and my budget”. He HAD to have

the gourmet club and could not possibly give it up.

 

Mistake #3
Not Having a Budget



I'm sure you don’t want to be like this MDA. It is very important to be

aware of what you can and can’t cut from your budget. Understand the

flows and make educated decisions. Take the next step to discover and

strategize how much you can save without substantially changing your

lifestyle. It is straight-forward and easy to do if you look on a monthly or

bi-monthly basis.

  

My Monthly Spending:

  



  In my experience, physicians are some of the sharpest, most productive,

tenderly compassionate, and wonderfully organized people. Yet, I find

that many have a common characteristic of a lack of patience and

discipline with their money. 

Unfortunately, investing, debt management, and insurance all take a very

long-term perspective. There’s no prescription you can take to “cure” your

portfolio after it has dropped 30% except to review and adjust and ride

the roller coaster. Unfortunately, many people get off at just the wrong

moment! Yet, somehow, someway, the market rises once again to new

heights within a few years.

I truly believe in asset allocation. You want to have a diversification of

investments so that when one is doing poorly, another is doing okay. Yet,

some physicians start looking elsewhere because they are tired and

frustrated by the stock market. Some physicians have passive

investments in all sorts of stuff: venture capital, wineries, equipment

leasing companies, oil drilling companies, tax shelters, and burger

franchises. I saw one investment in a winery from a physician client that

was based in the Cayman Islands.

Mistake #4
Lack of Patience & Discipline  
 with Money



Here are several criteria that you should consider with any investment: 

1. Is it liquid? Can you sell it at any time and get at least a significant

amount of money back?

2. Has it been registered or approved by the SEC, FINRA, or a state

insurance commissioner?

3. Is it based or registered (i.e. real estate, ADRs)  in the U.S.?

4. Could you manage it yourself if you had a poor manager?

I have one piece of advice for you- KEEP IT SIMPLE! Ride the ride and be

diversified. The traditional investments of stocks, bonds, real estate, ETFs,

mutual funds, annuities, and cash value life insurance all meet the criteria

we have described.  They aren’t always sexy or interesting or fun, but at

least you can get a lump sum of cash at a whim. Note that I do not

endorse annuities or life insurance as good vehicles for many people, but

at least it meets the 4 tests listed above.

 

 



Young or old, high-earner or low-earner, what do we all hate? TAXES!  We

enjoy the things that taxes provide for us- roads, schools, libraries,

retirement income, and security. Yet, we hate ‘em. It’s in our blood! It’s

why are forefathers dumped tea in the Boston Harbor. We don’t like

taxes.  

Yet, there’s a good way and a poor way to go about this process. As

mentioned in the previous mistake, please please please don’t make

“investments” in so-called “tax shelters”. Especially if they are based in the

Caymans!

You cannot AVOID taxes, but you can work to MINIMIZE them. There’s a

basic acronym that I like to refer to as “DOCS ED”.

Deduct everything to which you are entitled 

Offset tax by use of available tax credits 

Convert ordinary income to excludable income 

Shift income to lower bracket family members 

Exclude income legally from the tax return 

Defer taxation of income to a later year

 

 

Mistake #5
Poor Tax Advice & Strategies



We don’t have the space to cover all of the possible scenarios, but

consider the following ways that you can tax-defer and minimize either

current tax obligations or future tax obligations:

MAX your traditional 401k/403b/457 DC. If you have a choice of two

plans, max out both!

Utilize Roth IRA conversions (i.e. Back-door Roth) to shift taxable

income to tax-free income

Start your own business. There are lots and lots and lots of deductions

for biz owners.

  



“A happy, healthy marriage is not the result of luck, but rather
that of both spouses being willing to make an investment of

time and energy. Couples who work regularly to support each
other and their marriage can build and nurture a life-long

relationship - those that get better with time.” 
- Bruce Gilson (marriageinvestment.com)

Many times in life we hit a rut. We get crabby and tired and feel

unappreciated. We are busy and start feeling disconnected from our

spouse. But we can do something about this!

Certainly, if your spouse if physically or verbally abusive, please make a

change and get out of there!

Outside of that, try and work it out as best you can.

There’s nothing more destructive financially and emotionally that I have

seen for clients than divorce. 1 household is split into 2 households. Kids

torn down the middle. It can get ugly. There’s a great article on

divorcesupport.about.com that addresses the cost of divorce:

 

Mistake #6
Personal Divorce

http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/canyouaffordtodivorce/f/divorce_cost.htm


Whether your divorce is adversarial or collaborative. The more

you and your spouse are able to agree on the less you will spend on

attorneys, legal fees and court costs. If it is at all possible to discuss and

come to terms on such issues as child support, child custody,

division of marital property you should…

How much you pay in attorney fees. It is always in your best interest to

hire an experienced attorney who is willing to fight for your legal

rights….

If you and your spouse battle over custody of the children. In a

custody battle you may incur fees related to psychiatric evaluations.

 Your attorney may want to call expert witness… an added expense…

How many marital assets and debts there are to deal with. If

there has been an accumulation of large amounts of marital property

and debts your attorney may want to hire a Certified Divorce Financial

Analyst, a real estate appraiser or pension funds expert.

The legal strategy of your attorney and your spouse’s attorney. If you

or your spouse hire an attorney who believes the only way to win in

divorce is to become aggressive or adversarial you are going to end up

paying for their attitude.

  

http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/childrenanddivorce/a/Parental-Alienation-When-The-Best-Interest-Of-The-Child-Fails.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/childsupportresources/f/childsupport.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/childrenanddivorce/a/Child-Custody-Making-Shared-Custody-The-Right-Of-Every-Child.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/propertydistribution/f/propertydistr.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/propertydistribution/f/propertydistr.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/propertydistribution/qt/3-Tips-For-Dividing-Marital-Property-During-Divorce.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/financialissues/f/CDFA1.htm
http://divorcesupport.about.com/od/divorceattorneys/ht/attorneyhowto.htm


First of all, this is not another plug for any insurance company. I am an

independent financial advisor and wealth manager. I am not affiliated with

any insurance company.

Regardless of who you work with, make sure that you are working with

someone who gives you a multitude of choices and educates you on the

cheapest option as well as the most expensive option. They should empower

you with the information necessary to make an educated decision of either

life insurance or disability income insurance.

Frankly, insurance of all types are over-sold in my opinion. My basic

philosophy is when you are most vulnerable is when you need insurance the

most. I encourage you to save and save and save so that you don’t need an

insurance company anymore and can be “self-insured” down the road.

According to the Council of Disability Awareness and the Social Security

Administration, illnesses like cancer, heart attack, diabetes, back pain,

injuries, and arthritis are common causes of both long-term and short term

disabilities. Further, almost three in 10 of today’s 20 year-olds will become

disabled before reaching age 67. That’s 30 percent!

Additionally, the American Journal of Medicine (Vol 122, No 8) states that

every 90 seconds someone files for bankruptcy in the wake of a serious

illness.

Mistake #7
Lack Of (Good) DI Insurance 



This is a very real and present problem. According to the Standard Insurance

Company, when disabilities do set it, the average duration below age 50 is

five to six years.

How would your financial situation change if you weren’t able to perform at

your current capacity for five or six years? Voila! Disability Income (DI)

insurance was created to protect against this risk.

  



The next important type of insurance for physicians is life insurance.

Are you engaged or married? Do you have any children?

Imagine what it would be like for your family to lose your income. How would

it effect their lifestyle? How long could they maintain their lifestyle without

your income?

In the last 10 years of being a financial advisor, I have seen unexpected death

drastically change the lives and fortunes of my clients. It is an incredibly

difficult transition time for families. The last thing you want on top of the

emotional distress is financial distress.

If you are single (& plan on staying that way) and have little to no obligations,

then there is little to no need for external life insurance outside of what is

provided at work and you can skim over the rest of the text here and skip to

Mistake# 9- educate yourself, but no need to put any of these to action.

However, if you are a physician and you have a spouse and/or children, I

would strongly encourage you to make sure your family is covered!

For term insurance, the longer the term, the more expensive it is. The shorter

the term, the cheaper it is. You could be extremely cheap and get 10 year
term or pay a little bit more and get 20 year term, or pay the most for 30
year term.

Mistake #8               

Expensive Life Insurance



Keep in mind that the premiums will increase after the designated period.

Work towards having insurance until the time you calculate that you should

be close to self-insured or alternatively near retirement.

In addition to the differences mentioned between term and cash value

insurance, let’s walk through some examples so that you can further

understand how this could work practically.

I ran some quotes for a 32 year-old for $1,500,000 death benefit of life

insurance and entered the results in the tables below.

10 Year Term,

Preferred Health

20 Year Term,

Preferred Health

30 Year Term,

Preferred Health

Universal Life,

Preferred Health

$495/ year $870/ year $1,380/ year $3,340

20 Year Term,

Preferred Plus

Health

20 Year Term,

Preferred

Health

20 Year Term,

Standard Plus

Health

20 Year Term,

Standard

Health

$615/ year $870/ year $1,050/ year $1,350/ year

See how the longer the insurance goes, the more expensive it is? Cash value

insurance is the most expensive because it is supposed to last up until you

are at least 90 years.

Thus, the 10 year term policy is only about 85% cheaper that the universal life

policy!

Also, see how the stronger your health, the cheaper the premium?

Using a 20 year term policy, a preferred plus health rating is 50%

cheaper than a standard health rating.

Although I am an admitted “term-ite”, there is a time and place for cash value

life insurance that we don’t have the space to cover here.



We all love our friends & family. Well, most of them anyhow.

What happens when someone wins the lottery? All of their “extended

family” and “friends” who never cared before all of a sudden show up with

hat in hand. Then, guess what, these poor, foolish, generous souls who

never had money before lose it in a heartbeat.

In your case, you’ve won a lottery too. Although, in your case you earned it

through blood, sweat, tears, and hours and hours of studying and

working for an average to below-average wage while accumulating debt.

Now, you are in practice and you are the “rich doc”. Hey, you have money

right? Can’t you help your dear Aunt Sally? She’s going through a hard

time. But your sister just lost her job and your brother started a new

business. 20k “loaned” to dear Aunt Sally, 10k “borrowed” to your sister,

and a 50k “debt” for your brother. You can afford it! Right?

NO! You can’t!

You are not a bank. You are not going to do underwriting and credit

checks on friends and family. You do not have loan loss reserves. You’re

probably not even going to charge them interest.

Mistake #9
Family & Friends Loans...                
 I Mean Gifts



Let’s call a family “loan” what it is, a gift!

I love helping people and I love giving gifts, but within reason. Would you

give a 50k Christmas gift to your brother?  Maybe $1,000 or $2,000 if you

feel badly for him for being in hard times or you believe in his

business. Give gifts and be a wonderful person, but don’t give loans.

 

 

 



We’ve covered a lot here today! Let’s wrap this up by focusing on

retirement. Many physicians that I work with tend to retire earlier than

the “average” Joe because they are great savers and live well within their

means.

However, I do commonly see many physicians make a major mistake of

starting a lifetime income through social security or pension too early.

As many of us know, our life spans are getting longer and longer. We have

new break-thrus in medical technology every year. Is this trend likely to

continue?

Consider your family’s health history. How long has your father lived? Your

mother lived? How is your health? How is your spouse’s health? Is it

similar, better, or worse than your parents’ health at the same age?

Shouldn’t we make a financial plan to consider the consequences of

living longer?

Consider this scenario: your social security benefits are $1,250/mo at

age 62, $1,800 at age 66, and $2,350 at age 70. Let’s assume that there is

no inflation or CPI adjustment.

Mistake #10
Starting Social Security or
Pensions too Early



By age 71, you would have received the following benefits from each of

these possibilities:

SS started at 62 SS started at 66 SS started at 70

Total Amount Accrued $135,000 $108,000 $28,200

By age 81, you would have received the following benefits from each of

these possibilities:

SS started at 62 SS started at 66 SS started at 70

Total Amount Accrued $285,000 $324,000 $310,200

See the shift? By age 81, you would have been much better off

taking social security at a later age. As you can imagine, the data looks

better and better for starting at a later age as time moves on.

I do want you to note that there is one special situation to be aware of.

Consider very strongly the health of your spouse. Has your spouse had

cancer, cardiac arrest, or other life threating health issues?

If your spouse has had health issues, consider starting social security on

the lower-earning spouse SOONER rather than later.

Even if your spouse has never worked, they can claim up to ½ of your

social security benefit.

Once you or your spouse passes away, the remaining person will have a

choice. They will get to choose the HIGHER of the two social security

incomes. ONE SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME WILL GO AWAY AT THE DEATH

OF A SPOUSE.

Thus, if you have a spouse in relatively poor health, DON’T WAIT! Start

social security on the lower earning spouse as soon as possible!

However, if both of you are in good health, consider deferring so that

you can lock in a higher benefit for the rest of your life.



  

Go to ssa.gov , sign up, and download your most recent benefit statement.

Do a break-even analysis on when you would benefit from taking social

security at a younger age versus an older age. 

Contact me at dave@daviddenniston.com if you would like access to my

calculator that I use. 

http://ssa.gov/
mailto:dave@daviddenniston.com


Congratulations! You’ve just accomplished something that very few people have every

done in their lives.

You have taken the time to invest into your future. You have explored the 10 Critical

Mistakes Doctors Make with Their Money. You’ve learned about important subjects

that vary from debt reduction to budgeting to insurance to social security.

Take the next step- implement the tools that you have learned.
Ask for help!  

We cannot control so many things in our lives- the weather, your favorite sports team

winning the big game, being sick, a family member passing away, children that make

poor decisions, and so much more.

However, your finances and how you treat them are in your power. Take control today.

Live within your means. You can do it!

I encourage you to revisit this report on an annual basis.  I will make updates based on

your feedback. So, please let me know your experience and where I can improve.

Also, make sure to check out my main website- Davidddeniston.com   for videos, free

articles, and more resources.

If you would like any additional support and to learn more about how I can serve you,

please feel free to contact me anytime at dave@daviddenniston.com or call me at

(800) 548-1820.

Let’s take this journey together and get you on the path to financial freedom.

Warm Regards, 

Dave Denniston

 

Final Thoughts

http://fmg.daviddenniston.com/
http://fmg.daviddenniston.com/free
mailto:dave@daviddenniston.com


Advisory services through Capital Advisory Group Advisory Services LLC and securities
through United Planners Financial Services of America, a Limited Partnership. Member
FINRA and SIPC. The Capital Advisory Group Advisory Services, LLC (CAG) and United
Planners Financial Services are not affiliated . 

 The 3rd party firms listed throughout this text are not and should not be construed as
a blanket recommendation, endorsement of sponsorship by United Planners Financial
Services (UPFS). These firms are not affiliated with or employees of UPFS. We do not
supervise these firms and takes no responsibility to monitor the services and
information they provide to you. 

Views and opinions expressed are those of Dave Denniston as of 8/8/2017 and are
subject to change based on market and other conditions. The information provided is
general in nature. Consult your investment or tax professional regarding your unique
situation. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Understanding inherent
risks such as interest rate fluctuation, credit risk, and economic conditions are
important when considering an investment in the financial markets. All indices are
unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular investment.  An investment
cannot be made in any index. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted
index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. The S&P 500®, a market-capitalization-
weighted index of common stocks. Keep in mind investing involves risk including the
risk of loss.  Investment decisions should be based on an individual’s own goals, time
horizon, and tolerance for risk.  Diversification does not assure an investor a profit nor
does it protect against market loss.
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